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A B S T R A C T   

Algal-bacterial granular sludge (ABGS) is a promising technology for wastewater treatment, benefiting from the 
synergetic interactions between algae and bacteria. However, the rapid start-up of the ABGS system is not trivial. 
Herein, a novel strategy was proposed by applying the algal-mycelial pellets (AMPs) as the primary nuclei for 
accelerating the development of a self-sustaining symbiotic ABGS system. The results indicated that by using this 
strategy complete granulation was shortened to 12 days, much shorter than the control system without AMPs 
dosage (28 days). The ABGS had a large particle diameter (3.3 mm), compact granular structure (1.0253 g/mL), 
and excellent settleability (SVI30 of 53.2 mL/g). Moreover, 98.6% of COD, 80.8% of TN and 80.0% of PO4

3− -P 
were removed by the ABGS. The nuclei of targeted algae (Chlorella) and filamentous fungi (Aspergillus niger), the 
enhanced production of extracellular polymeric substances (especially proteins) and the enrichment of functional 
bacteria (such as Neomegalonema and Flavobacterium) facilitated the granules development. The low surface free 
energy (-69.56 mJ/m2) and energy barrier (89.93 KT) were the inherent mechanisms for the strong surface 
hydrophobicity, the easy bacterial adhesion, and the short granulation period. This study provides an 
economically feasible approach to accelerate ABGS granulation and sustain system stability.   

1. Introduction 

Algal-bacterial granular sludge (ABGS) as an environmental sus-
tainable and economically viable platform for municipal wastewater 
treatment has aroused extensive research in recent years (Ji and Liu, 
2022). Previous studies indicated that the ABGS are a promising alter-
native for the conventional bacteria-based aerobic granular sludge 
(AGS), with a denser structure, higher biomass yield, better settling 
capacity, and superior nutrient removal (Ahmad et al., 2017). In such a 
symbiotic system, algae provide oxygen via photosynthesis to bacteria 
for organic matter oxidization, whereas the bacteria produce carbon 
dioxide to algae for photosynthesis. Benefiting from the synergetic in-
teractions between algae and bacteria, the energy consumption related 
to external aeration can be substantially reduced in the ABGS system. 
Specifically, the recoverable energy from anaerobic digestion of ABGS 
biomass was enough to offset the energy consumption (associated with 
aeration and sludge separation), and a net energy gain of 64.1 billion 
kWh/yr was estimated for an ABGS system treating municipal waste-
water, with less greenhouse gases (GHGs) emissions (60.2 million tons 

CO2e/yr) (Zhang et al., 2021). 
Achieving rapid granulation of ABGS to take advantage of algae- 

bacteria symbiotic relationships is essential for sustaining the excel-
lent process performance (Ji et al., 2020). Past attempts to cultivate 
ABGS mainly focused on exposure of activated sludge to a natural or 
artificial day-light regime to induce spontaneous growth of algae (He 
et al., 2018a), or inoculation with targeted algae (such as Chlorella or 
Scenedesmus) (Liu et al., 2018). However, a long reaction time (up to 2 
months) was required to achieve complete granulation of ABGS (Zhang 
et al., 2018). The high energy consumption and low nutrient removal 
efficiency during the granulation process compromised the merits of this 
promising technology. Up to now, most research regarding the ABGS 
system centered on the effects of influencing factors, e.g. light intensity, 
salinity and temperature (Meng et al., 2019a; Meng et al., 2019b), 
reactor configuration (Ahmad et al., 2017), granular stability (Zhao 
et al., 2019b), pollutants or nutrient removal efficiencies and mecha-
nisms involved (Zhao et al., 2018). Only few studies emphasized the 
most crucial and difficult issue, i.e. shortening the start-up period for the 
granulation of ABGS. As an example, it was stated that rapid 
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establishment of ABGS system could be realized within 18 days, but 
pre-culturing mature ABGS to serve as the inoculum sludge was still 
required (Zhang et al., 2020b). 

The formation mechanism of ABGS might provide a new insight for 
the rapid granulation. When algae cells coalesce with each other, small 
agglomerates are formed that act as nuclei for microbial adhesion during 
the primary stage of ABGS formation (detailed morphology see Fig. S1), 
which was a very crucial step to initiation of granule development 
(Zhang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2022). Similarly, Ahmad et al., (2017) 
confirmed this, stating that in a growth environment with high water 
velocity, algae cells tended to accumulate in the interior of ABGS as the 
core, and this unique structure was beneficial for sustaining granular 
stability. These studies indicate that, different from the anaerobic core in 
AGS, ABGS are comprised of algae nuclei, which challenges the general 
assumption that algae tend to grow on the AGS surface on account of 
photosynthesis, but this phenomenon is often overlooked. Inspired by 
these findings, it is thus inferred that rapid formation of primary algae 
nuclei will accelerate the development of ABGS. Nonetheless, to the best 
of our knowledge, this remains up to now an unexplored field. 

Generally, the undesirable properties of algae cells, including small 
cell size, poor settling ability, slow growth rate and strong electrostatic 
repulsion, make it challenging to form the primary nuclei of ABGS via 
algal self-aggregation. This issue can be tackled by a pelletization 
strategy based on co-culture of algae and fungi. Filamentous fungi have 
different morphology in liquid media, including spores, mycelium and 
clumps (Metz and Kossen, 1977). Thereinto, the spores can germinate to 
form intertwined mycelia and even spherical mycelial aggregates with 
loose interior and dense surface, which are called mycelial pellets (MPs) 
(Li et al., 2020). When co-cultivating algae with fungi, algal cells can be 
rapidly immobilized in the fungal pellets by entrapment in the MPs or by 
attachment to the fungal filaments (usually 1-3 d), thus forming the 
algal-mycelial pellets (AMPs) (Li et al., 2017). This process is easy to 
operate, with high bio-flocculation efficiency (90%-99%) and low 
operational costs (Zhao et al., 2019a). Notably, the fungi-associated 
pelletization has been extensively studied in promoting 
bio-flocculation of algae cells for wastewater treatment and biofuel 
production. Yet, whether the pelletized algae-mycelial biomass (i.e. 
AMPs) can provide the primary nuclei for the ABGS has not been 
investigated. 

In this context, this work aimed to investigate the feasibility of uti-
lizing AMPs as the primary nuclei for rapid start-up of a self-sustaining 
ABGS system with respect to (i) key parameter optimization for AMPs 
biosynthesis, (ii) the granulation process and synergistic algal-bacterial 
bioconversions in the ABGS system, (iii) characteristics of the micro- 
morphology, extracellular polymeric substance (EPS), and community 
structure dynamics (bacteria, algae and fungi) of the ABGS, (iv) the 
surface interaction energy of granular sludge cells and sludge aggrega-
tion capacity based on the extended Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey- 
Overbeek (XDLVO) theory, and (v) practical implication of this study. 
The results provide a novel and economically feasible strategy to tackle 
the long start-up of ABGS systems, while shedding light on further en-
gineering applications of ABGS for cost-effective and environmentally 
sustainable municipal wastewater treatment. 

2. Methods and materials 

2.1. Preparation of MPs and AMPs 

Aspergillus niger (AS3.3928), a filamentous pellet-forming fungal 
strain with high flocculation activity, was purchased from the China 
General Microbiological Culture Collection Center (Beijing, China). It 
was incubated in potato dextrose agar (PDA) and sub-cultured at 37◦C 
until spores were produced (Li et al., 2017). The spores were scraped 
from the PDA plate and placed into a glass flask (250 mL) with sterile 
water (100 mL) to prepare the spore suspensions. The concentration of 
spore suspensions was adjusted to 106 spores/mL and inoculated in a 

sterile liquid Czapek medium to obtain MPs (Yu et al., 2020). 
A non-flocculating algae strain of Chlorella (FACHB-31) was obtained 

from the Freshwater Algae Culture Collection at the Institute of Hy-
drobiology (Wuhan, China). Chlorella was cultivated in BG11 medium 
under a 12 h light/12 h dark cycle at 25◦C, then taken out at the loga-
rithmic phase. The density of algal cells was adjusted to 8.5×106 cell/L 
for further studies. 

Two methods were utilized to prepare AMPs: the co-cultivation 
method (based on the spore-assisted mode) and the adsorption 
method (based on the pellet-assisted mode) (Chen et al., 2018). As for 
the former method, fresh spores of the candidate fungal strains were 
inoculated into the suspension of Chlorella and then germinated to form 
the AMPs; while the later method dosed the pre-cultured MPs into the 
suspension of Chlorella. After the flocculation of Chlorella, the floccula-
tion efficiency was evaluated by a spectrometer (DR6000, HACH, USA) 
at a wavelength of 680 nm. The flocculation efficiency was calculated 
according to Eq. (1): 

Flocculation efficiency (%) = (C0− Ct)/C0×100 (1) where C0 = OD680 
at the initial stage, Ct = OD680 after t hour. 

2.2. Experimental set-up and operation 

Three photo-reactors with an effective working volume of 400 mL 
were used for the development of ABGS (Fig. S2). They were shaken 
constantly at 150 rpm and 25◦C. R1 was operated as a control by 
inoculating with Chlorella and activated sludge. R2 was inoculated with 
MPs, Chlorella and activated sludge, whereas R3 was inoculated with 
AMPs and activated sludge. Illumination of the three photo-reactors was 
provided by LED lamps (Philips, 40 W, Germany). The average photo-
metric intensity inside the three reactors was controlled at 4500 (± 200) 
lux with a constant 12 h dark/12 h light cycle. The operational cycling 
time was 12 h, which included 1 min filling, 712-716 min shaking, 1-5 
min settling, and 2 min discharging. Before discharging, the shaker was 
stopped for sludge settling, and subsequently, two hundred milliliters of 
the upper mixed solution were discharged using a peristaltic pump 
(BT600M, Chuang Rui, China). The volume exchange rate was kept at 
50%, resulting in a hydraulic retention time (HRT) of 24 h. The sludge 
retention time (SRT) was controlled at approximately 28 days according 
to the calculation formula provided in the Supplementary Materials 
(Text S1). 

2.3. Inoculum sludge and synthetic wastewater 

Jingkou Urban Wastewater Treatment Plant located at Chongqing 
(China) was selected as the sampling place for the activated sludge. The 
inoculum sludge was brown in color with a fluffy appearance and an 
average particle size of 82.1 μm. The sludge volume index at 30 min 
(SVI30) was 54.0 mL/g. 

The synthetic domestic wastewater was prepared according to 
Zhang et al., (2019). It contained 600 mg/L of COD (CH3COONa), 60 
mg/L of NH4

+-N (NH4Cl), 10 mg/L of PO4
3− -P (KH2PO4/K2HPO4), 25 

mg/L MgSO4⋅7H2O, 30 mg/L FeSO4⋅7H2O, 30 mg/L CaCl2 and 1.0 mL/L 
trace element solution. 

2.4. Analysis of EPS content and components 

A thermal method for extracting the extracellular polymeric sub-
stances (EPS) was employed in conformity with a previous study (Zhang 
et al., 2019). Two main fractions of EPS, i.e. proteins (PN) and poly-
saccharides (PS), were quantified by the modified Lowery method 
(Peterson, 1977) and phenol-sulfuric acid method (Dubois et al., 1956), 
respectively. 3D-excitation-emission matrix (3D-EEM) spectra of the 
extracted EPS samples were analyzed by using a fluorescence spectro-
photometer (F-4700, Hitachi, Japan). A parallel factor (PARAFAC) 
analysis was employed to handle the EEM data and identify the EPS 
components (Sheng et al., 2013). 
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2.5. Surface thermodynamics and XDLVO curve analysis 

The zeta potential of ABGS was measured by using a zeta potential 
analyzer (Zetasizer Nano ZS90, Malvern, UK). For analysis of the contact 
angle, the sludge samples were broken using an ultrasonic cell disruptor 
(Xinyi-250N, China) at 20 kHz for 5 min, and the sludge suspension was 
diluted to 50 mL with deionized water. Subsequently, the suspensions 
were vacuum filtered onto 0.45 μm acetate cellulose membrane filters, 
followed by air drying at 25 ℃. A contact angle goniometer (Dataphysics 
OCA20, Germany) was used to measure the contact angles of sludge 
against distilled water, formamide, and diiodomethane. By measuring 
the contact angle of ABGS, the surface tension and interface free energy, 
the surface thermodynamic and the XDLVO curve of the ABGS can be 
analyzed. The detailed methods for surface thermodynamics analysis 
and XDLVO calculation are provided in the Supplementary Materials 
(Text S2). 

2.6. High-throughput sequencing 

The community compositions (bacteria, algae and fungi) of the 
inoculum sludge as well as the ABGS samples taken from R1-R3 on day 
30 were evaluated using the high-throughput sequencing technology. 
The universal primer pairs 341F (5’-CCTACGGGNGGCWGCAG-3’) and 
805R (5’-GACTACHVGGGTATCTAATCC-3’) were used to amplify the 
bacterial 16S rRNA region targeting the V3-V4 regions (Lu et al., 2015). 
The primer pairs P23SrV-1F (5’-GGACAGAAAGACCCTATGAA-3’) and 
P23SrV-1R (5’-TCAGCCTGTTATCCCTAGAG-3’) for algae were used for 
amplification of the hypervariable region of 18S rRNA (Zhang et al., 
2020b). The specific primer sets with barcode ITS1F (5’-CTTGGT 
CATTTAGAGGAAGTAA-3’) and ITS2R (5’-GCTGCGTTCTTCATC-
GATGC-3’) were employed to amplify the fungal ITS region (Gardes and 
Bruns, 1993). The detailed analytical methods were provided in a pre-
vious study (Guo et al., 2019). 

2.7. Analytical methods 

Mixed liquor (volatile) suspended solids (ML(V)SS), SVI30, and the 
concentrations of COD, NH4

+-N, NO2
− -N, NO3

− -N, TN and PO4
3− -P in 

the influent and effluent were determined by standard methods (APHA, 
2005). The chlorophyll α content was analyzed using the acetone 
extraction method (Ritchie, 2008). 

Particle size was measured by a laser particle size analyzer (Malvern 
Panalytical Inc., Malvern, UK) and image J software. Morphology of the 
granules was observed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM, 
Quattro S, Thermo Scientific). The distribution of algae in the ABGS was 
observed by fluorescence microscopy through spontaneous fluorescence 
of chloroplast at 488 nm excitation wavelength. The distribution of 
nucleic acids, proteins, α-polysaccharides, and β-polysaccharides in the 
ABGS was visualized by using a confocal laser scanning microscope 
(CLSM, ZEISS Axio Scan. Z1, Germany). 

The activities of functional bacteria, including ammonia oxidizing 
bacteria (SAUR), nitrite oxidation bacteria (SNUR) and heterotrophs 
(SOUR), were determined according to Huang et al., (2015). The ATPase 
activity was evaluated by a total ATPase kit (Nanjing, Jiancheng, China) 
as described by Jiang and Liu (2012). 

2.8. Statistical analysis 

All experiments were performed in triplicate. Significant differences 
in variables were ascertained using SPSS software (version 25.0, IBM), 
and a p value < 0.05 was regarded as a significant difference. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Optimal biosynthesis conditions of MPs and AMPs 

3.1.1. Preparation of MPs and AMPs at optimal conditions 
The biosynthesis conditions of MPs were first optimized in this study. 

As shown in Fig. 1a, the growth of MPs sharply increased during the 
initial 72 h followed by a relatively saturated state. Besides, various 
factors that greatly influence the formation of MPs, including tempera-
ture, pH, rotary speed and initial inoculum spores density, were 
explored in this study. Results showed that thee biomass of MPs reached 
the maximal value when the cultivation conditions were controlled at an 
inoculum spores density of 6.3×106 CFU/mL, pH 6.0, rotary speed of 
150 rpm, and 35◦C (Fig. 1b e). Since it takes more energy to keep the 
temperature high and the operational temperature for ABGS is generally 
controlled at 25 30 ◦C, 30 ◦C was chosen as the optimal temperature for 
preparing the MPs. 

The adsorption method and co-culture method to prepare the AMPs 
were comparatively investigated. It took respectively 12 h (adsorption 
method) and 24 h (co-culture method) to achieve complete flocculation 
of the algae (Fig. 1f,g). Besides, the AMPs prepared by the adsorption 
method were more numerous (Fig. 1l and Fig. S3), the adsorption 
method was, therefore, chosen for preparing the AMPs. The preparation 
conditions of AMPs were further optimized by evaluating the effects of 
the MPs cultivation period as well as the dosage amounts of MPs and 
algal cells on the flocculation efficiency Fig. 1.h j shows that the floc-
culation efficiency reached the maximal value of approximately 99.0% 
when dosing 50 mL algal cells (cell density of 8.5×106 cell/mL) and 12 g 
(wet weight) MPs which were pre-cultured for 72 h. The high floccu-
lation efficiency was possibly due to the mediation of surface protein 
secreted by the MPs, the calcium bridging and the increase of hydro-
phobic interactions (Li et al., 2017). 

The MPs obtained at the optimal conditions had a relatively loose 
boundary and compact kernel, with uniform size of approximately 1-2 
mm (Fig. 1k). There was no conspicuous difference in morphology be-
tween MPs and AMPs, except for the color, which changed from white to 
green (Fig. 1l). Chlorella were closely attached onto the mycelium and 
mainly distributed in the outer layer of the AMPs, as revealed by SEM 
and TEM images (Fig. 1l). Furthermore, the long and dense mycelia 
intertwined with each other within AMPs, and correspondingly, chan-
nels and voids were formed on the surface, which may play a role of 
skeleton necessary for bacterial adhesion and the porous structure could 
facilitate mass transfer (Lahlali and Hijri, 2010). Therefore, it was 
speculated that the AMPs might be the ideal nuclei to enhance the 
development of ABGS. 

3.1.2. Optimal mass ratio of AMPs and activated sludge 
The mass ratio of AMPs and activated sludge, which plays a central 

role in affecting the aggregation ability of the ABGS, was investigated 
herein at the initial sludge concentration of 3.0 g/L MLSS. As shown in 
Fig. S4, the sludge amount adsorbed by AMPs decreased with further 
increase of the AMPs proportion. Besides, the AMPs gradually broke 
down or even vanished when the dry mass ratio of AMPs and activated 
sludge exceeded 2.5%. This may be attributed to the maladaptation of 
MPs to the environment in the bioreactor system, phagocytosis by 
metazoans or exfoliation caused by hydraulic shear, leading to AMPs 
disintegration (Fomina and Gadd, 2002). Therefore, the optimal mass 
ratio was determined at 2.5% (the ratio of dry weight of AMPs to that of 
activated sludge, w/w). 
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3.2. Granulation process and ABGS morphology 

3.2.1. Characteristics of ABGS 
For development of the self-sustaining ABGS, the activated sludge 

(AS) was inoculated into the three photo-reactors to obtain an initial 
MLSS concentration of approximately 3.6 g/L in each photo-reactor. The 
initial MPs and AMPs concentration in R2 and R3 were roughly 0.1 g/L 
(dry weight) for a mass ratio to AS of 2.5%. The granulation process can 
be classified into three phases according to the variations of the indexes 
(ML(V)SS, SVI30, SVI30/SVI5 and particle size): initiation, multiplication 
and stabilization. During the initiation phase (days 0-8), the MLSS 
concentrations declined from 3.7 g/L to 3.4 g/L (R1), 3.6 g/L (R2) and 
3.2 g/L (R3), respectively, which might be subjected to biomass loss 
associated with the progressive reduction of settling time (Fig. 2a-c). In 
addition, except for an apparent rise of SVI30 in R1 (increased to 56.0 
mL/g), the SVI30 of R2 and R3 granules decreased to 48.4 mL/g and 47.3 
mL/g after 8 days, respectively (Fig. 2d), implying the settling ability of 
the sludge was improved by dosing the MPs or AMPs. Meanwhile, the 
mean particle size slightly increased from 82.1 μm to 109.6 μm (R1), 
137.7 μm (R2) and 134.0 μm (R3) (Fig. 2e and Fig. S5). The symbiotic 
growth of algae and bacteria was verified in R3 as the concentration of 
chlorophyll α increased with operation time (Fig. 2f). 

During the multiplication phase (days 8-24), biomass discharge was 
periodically performed to maintain a relatively stable biomass concen-
tration in all photo-reactors. The MLSS concentrations in R3 was higher 
than that in R1 and R2, indicating that addition of AMPs enhanced the 
biomass retention capacity, possibly due to that the algae cell surface 
properties expedited the bio-flocculation process. Besides, the AMPs 
exhibited a large specific surface area with high hydrophobicity (due to 
hydrophobins) that could provide favorable habitats for microorganisms 
attachment and survival (Liang et al., 2019). The average diameter of 
the R3 granules underwent a gradual increase to 300 μm and the 
SVI30/SVI5 ratio reached 0.87 on day 12 (Fig. 2d,e). Completion of 

sludge granulation was defined as particle size > 300 μm and SVI30/SVI5 
> 0.8 (Liu and Tay, 2007; Nancharaiah and Reddy, 2018). On the basis 
of the above criteria, complete granulation of ABGS was achieved within 
12 days in R3. Notably, R1 and R2 achieved complete granulation after 
28 and 20 days, respectively. 

At the stabilization phase (days 24-35), R3 granules exhibited the 
most excellent sludge characteristics as evidenced by the largest particle 
size (3.3 mm), the greatest MLSS concentration (2.2 g/L), the highest 
chlorophyll α content (3.8 mg/L), and the most excellent settleability 
(SVI30/SVI5 of 0.99 and SVI30 of 53.2 mL/g) (Fig. 2). The stability of 
sludge is generally expressed as the integrity coefficient (%), with the 
lower values indicating the better structural stability (Muda et al., 
2010). The integrity coefficient (2.74%) of mature ABGS in R3 was 
much lower than that in R1 and R2 on day 35 (Table S1). In addition, the 
sludge density of R1 (1.0184 g/mL) was lower than that of R3 (1.0253 
g/mL). These results showed that addition of AMPs could effectively 
accelerate the development of a self-sustaining symbiotic ABGS, and the 
compact structure deriving from higher biomass retention was contrib-
utive to maintain their granular stability. 

3.2.2. The observation of ABGS morphology 
The brown inoculum sludge gradually turned into a greenish color, 

and the applied MPs and AMPs started to get smaller during the initia-
tion phase (Fig. 3 and Fig. S6). Many irregular large particles were 
observed in R1-R3 at the multiplication phase, and they became denser 
in sphere or ellipse shape at the stabilization phase (Fig. 3a f). High 
magnification SEM images revealed many protozoa (Vorticella) accu-
mulated on the surfaces of R1-R3 granules, signifying a superior effluent 
quality in the self-sustaining algae-bacterial symbiosis system. No 
obvious filaments were observed on the mature granule surface of R2 
and R3, indicating that the addition of MPs or AMPs did not induce the 
overgrowth of filamentous bacteria. 

Fluorescence microscopic images clearly showed that a spherical 

Fig. 1. Growth curve of MPs (inserted figure: representative images of MPs during the formation process) (a), the effects of inoculation spores density (b), pH (c), 
rotary speed (d), and temperature (e) on the formation of MPs. Variations of absorbance with time by using co-cultivation method (f) and adsorption method (g). The 
effects of the MPs cultivation period (h), dosage of algal cells (i), and dosage of MPs (j) on the formation of AMPs. Digital photographs, SEM and TEM images of MPs 
(k) and AMPs (l). Different letters signify significant differences (p < 0.05) and the same letters signify insignificant differences (p > 0.05). 
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structure of the ABGS was formed with the core of AMPs, in which the 
mycelium and algae cells were tightly wrapped in the inner part of the 
granules and the morphological structure of Chlorella was integrated 
(Fig. 3g and Fig. S7). A large number of bacteria (red-stained) adhered 
onto the surface of hyphae within the granular core of R3, suggesting the 
role of supporting skeleton played by AMPs (Fig. S7). These observations 
confirmed that the rapid granulation of ABGS was induced by applying 
AMPs as the nuclei. 

Furthermore, the proteins (green-stained), α-polysaccharides (blue- 
stained) and β-polysaccharides (yellow-stained) formed a continuous 
layer that occupied the central region of the ABGS, constituting the 
“matrix” of the ABGS. The entwined hyphae in the AMPs provoked the 
formation of voids and channels within R3 granules (Fig. S7), thus 
facilitated the mass transfer of substrates and dissolved oxygen, inhibi-
ted the filamentous overgrowth and improved the morphological 
integrity of granules. 

3.3. Overall performance, synergistic algal-bacterial reactions and mass 
balance analysis 

3.3.1. Photo-reactor performance 
The average COD removal efficiency of R3 (98.6%) was higher than 

that of R1 (96.4%) and R2 (98.1%) (Fig. 4a). The high MLSS concen-
tration in R3 might provide the reasonable explanation for the high 
degradation of organic matter. Moreover, MPs have been reported to be 
efficient in eliminating the contaminants via biosorption and biodeg-
radation (Wang et al., 2010). Similarly, it was considered that the 
addition of AMPs was beneficial for elevating the COD removal 
efficiency. 

The NH4
+-N was removed with the overall efficiency approaching 

100% in all photo-reactors (data not shown) and negligible NO2
− -N 

accumulation (< 0.5 mg/L), suggesting the excellent nitrification 
capability in the ABGS systems. With the extension of operating time, 
there was an observation of evident declining tendency in the effluent 
NO3

− -N concentration in R1-R3, which should be responsible for the 
enhanced TN removal efficiency (Fig. 4c). In comparison, the effluent 

Fig. 2. Changes of sludge characteristics in the three reactors: ML(V)SS in R1-R3 (a c), sludge settling in terms of SVI30 and SVI30/SVI5 (d), mean particle diameter of 
ABGS (e), and concentration of chlorophyll-α (f). R1: control reactor; R2: MPs reactor; R3: AMPs reactor. 
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Fig. 3. Digital and SEM images of ABGS collected from R1 (a1 c1 and d1 f1), R2 (a2 c2 and d2 f2), and R3 (a3 c3 and d3 f3) on days 16 and 32, respectively. 
Fluorescence microscopic images (g2 g5) of algae and mycelium in the interior of R3 granules (g1). The mycelium was stained blue and algal cells were stained green. 
R1: control reactor; R2: MPs reactor; R3: AMPs reactor. 

Fig. 4. Variations of COD removal efficiency (a), NO2
− -N and NO3

− -N concentration (b), TN removal efficiency (c), and PO4
3− -P removal efficiency (d). R1: control 

reactor; R2: MPs reactor; R3: AMPs reactor. 
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NO3
− -N concentration in R3 (11.5 mg/L) was lower than that in R1 

(19.5 mg/L) and R2 (12.5 mg/L) at the end of photo-reactor operation 
(Fig. 4b). This may be attributable to the expanded granule diameter, 
whereby the enlarged anaerobic/anoxic region created a more favorable 
environment for denitrification (Winkler et al., 2013). The average TN 
removal efficiency (80.8%) obtained in R3 was relatively higher than 
that of the ABGS cultivated under air-bubbling conditions (averagely 
40.3%) (Huang et al., 2020). 

Fig. 4d illustrates the PO4
3− -P removal profile in all three photo- 

reactors. R3 exhibited the most satisfactory performance in PO4
3− -P 

removal since the removal efficiency averagely exceeded 80.0%. The 
biological phosphorus removal was the primary mechanism, as the 
chemical phosphorus removal could be ignored due to the pH below 8.5 
in all the photo-reactors (de Godos et al., 2009). As demonstrated 
earlier, phosphorus present in wastewater in the forms of organic and 
inorganic phosphorus, both can be effectively utilized by algae cells (He 
et al., 2018a). Therefore, the improved capability of PO4

3− -P removal in 
R3 was partially associated with the accumulated algal biomass 
concentration. 

To evaluate the removal pathways of COD and nutrients, typical 
cycle tests of R1-R3 were performed and compared between the light 
and dark cycles. The variations in the nutrient concentration followed a 
parallel pattern during the light and dark cycles in all photo-reactors 
(Fig. S8). During one cycle, COD and NH4

+-N were well removed in 
all three photo-reactors (Fig. S8a-f), suggesting that ABGS had a better 
capability for COD and NH4

+-N removal. The PO4
3− -P removal effi-

ciency in the light cycle was better than in the dark cycle in R1-R3 
(Fig. S8a c), indicating a certain amount of PO4

3− -P was removed by 
algal photosynthesis in the light phase. Specifically, the PO4

3− -P con-
centration gradually increased from 5.0 mg/L to 21.5 mg/L (light cycle) 
and from 4.0 mg/L to 18.5 mg/L (dark cycle) at the initial 2 h in R3. 
They gradually declined to 1.0 mg/L (light cycle) and 2.5 mg//L (dark 
cycle) during the subsequent operating time (2-12 h) (Fig. S8c). This 
indicated that PO4

3− -P was partially removed by phosphorus accumu-
lating organisms (PAOs) in addition to uptake by algae, which is further 
investigated in section 3.6. 

The above results implied that the addition of AMPs exhibited a 
promising potential for COD and nutrient removal, likely due to the 
successful accumulation of algae cells and the enhancement of microbial 
activities. To investigate the microbial activities, the SOUR, SAUR, and 
SNUR of the ABGS in all photo-reactors were analyzed (Fig. S9a,b). The 
maximum SOUR was obtained in R3 (66.2 mg O2/g MLSS⋅h), which was 
higher than that in R1 (61.5 mg O2/g MLSS⋅h). Similarly, the SAUR and 
SNUR of R3 were higher than those in the other two photo-reactors, 
indicating that the activities of AOB and NOB could be enhanced by 
applying AMPs as nuclei. The activity of microorganisms can be directly 
reflected by the content of intracellular adenosine triphosphate (ATP) 
(Cui et al., 2018). The ATP content of R1 and R2 slightly decreased, 
respectively, to 4.8 and 5.0 U/mg prot on day 35, while it still main-
tained at a high level (6.3 U/mg prot) in R3 (Fig. S9c). The reduction in 
the ATP content implied that a higher fraction of bacteria was inactive or 
died in R1 and R2 granules, possibly related to the low DO and shear 
force, whereas the high microbial activity in R3 was contributive to the 
COD and nutrient removal (Fig. 4). The high microbial activity in R3 was 
partially owing to the proper mass transfer resistance within the 
micro-environment (Fig. 3 and Fig. S7) enabled the substrates trans-
portation and created an anoxic zone for denitrification (Geng et al., 
2021). 

3.3.2. Synergistic algal-bacterial reactions in the ABGS system 
In the self-sustaining symbiotic ABGS, O2 was produced by algae and 

utilized by aerobic bacteria, i.e. O2 plays a pivotal role between 
photosynthetic and heterotrophic reactions. The difference in DO con-
centration profiles between light and dark phases in a typical cycle 
(Fig. S8g-i) mirrored closely the coupling of algal photosynthesis and 
bacterial respiration. The higher DO value during the light cycle was 

possibly owing to the photosynthesis of algae, which could provide more 
O2 to maintain the activity of aerobic bacteria (nitrification and het-
erotrophic bacteria). It should be noted that, in such a self-sustaining 
ABGS system, the external aeration was not indispensable, which 
would save the aeration-associated energy input accounting for 
approximately 60% of the total energy in the conventional bacteria- 
based AGS system (Bengtsson et al., 2018). 

3.3.3. Mass balance analysis of C, N and P 
According to Ji et al., (2021), microbial assimilation is the primary 

mechanism for C, N, and P removal in an ABGS system. To further 
ascertain the contribution of algae and bacteria to the removal of C, N 
and P, the respective synthetic reactions for bacteria and algae were 
constructed based on the empirical formula, i.e. CH1.4O0.4N0.2P0.017 for 
bacteria and CH1.78O0.36N0.12P0.01 for algae (Boelee et al., 2014). The 
synthetic reactions for bacteria and algae are described in Eq. (2) and 
Eq. (3), respectively. 

Bacterial assimilation reaction with acetate as the organic carbon 
source: 

CH3COO− +0.88O2+0.22NH+
4 +0.019H2PO−

4 +0.8H+

= 0.91CO2+1.6H2O+ 1.1CH1.4N0.2O0.4P0.017 (2) 

Algal assimilation reaction with CO2 as carbon source: 

CO2+0.12NH+
4 +0.01H2PO−

4 +0.69H2O  

= 1.19O2+0.11H++CH1.78N0.12O0.36P0.01 (3) 

Therefore, the mass ratio (f) of removed carbon to nitrogen can be 
estimated from Eq. (4), i.e. 

f =
∑(

CCODinf. − CCODeff. )/1.1 × 2MC

/
MAC−

/∑(
CNH+

4 − Ninf. − CNH+
4 − Neff.

)

(4)  

whereCCODinf.andCNH+
4 − Ninf.

are influent COD concentration and NH4
+-N 

concentration, respectively; CCODeff. and CNH+
4 − Neff.

are effluent COD con-
centration and NH4

+-N concentration, respectively; while-
MCandMAC− are the molecular weights of carbon and Ac− , respectively. 
In addition, the coefficient 1.1 is the conversion ratio of Ac− to COD. 

Fig. 5 shows that C, N and P were majorly removed by bacterial 
metabolism, which was consistent with Ji et al., (2020). Furthermore, 
34.6% of C, 17.0% of N, 10.0% of P were removed by algae in R3 system, 
which were higher than those in R1 and R2. Some algae species (espe-
cially green algae) are able to take up nutrients (nitrogen and phos-
phorus) as energy sources for synthesizing their own cellular substances 
(Lee et al., 2015). The higher retention of algae biomass (chlorophyll α 
content of 3.8 mg/L) in R3 because of the efficient flocculation by MPs 
could also contribute to the efficient nutrient removal. 

3.4. EPS production of ABGS 

3.4.1. Analysis of PN and PS content 
EPS secreted by microorganisms play a key role in the sludge gran-

ulation and the structural stability of ABGS (Shi and Liu, 2021). With the 
progress of granulation, the PN content gradually increased to the 
maximal value of 44.9 mg/g SS (R1), 46.3 mg/g SS (R2), and 51.1 mg/g 
SS (R3), which was, respectively, 3.1, 3.2, and 3.6 folds higher than that 
of the activated sludge (Fig. 6a c). Notably, the variation tendency of 
PN/PS ratio (over the range of 1.35 to 4.03) was analogous to that of the 
PN content (Fig. 6a c), with observation of no considerable fluctuation in 
PS content in all photo-reactors throughout the whole process. This is in 
line with a previous study where the granulation was positively affected 
by PN especially for the primary stage (He et al., 2018b). 

At a later stage of the experiment, the PN content dramatically 
decreased in R1 and slightly decreased in R2, while it remained steady in 
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R3. Finally, the PN content followed an increasing order: R1 (29.6 mg/g 
SS) < R2 (34.7 mg/g SS) < R3 (48.3 mg/g SS). A similar pattern was 
observed that the addition of MPs could stimulate bacteria to produce 
more PN (Geng et al., 2020). PN are relatively hydrophobic substances, 
and the high level of relative hydrophobicity contributes to the decrease 
of the Gibbs free energy, thus facilitating the microorganisms to 

aggregate together and enhancing the stability of the self-sustaining 
symbiotic ABGS system (Zhang et al., 2020a). 

3.4.2. Functional groups and fluorescent components of EPS 
FTIR spectrometry was adopted to identify the functional groups of 

EPS samples obtained from the ABGS and inoculum sludge (Fig. S10). 

Fig. 5. Mass flows of carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus of the ABGS in R1-R3. R1: control reactor; R2: MPs reactor; R3: AMPs reactor.  

Fig. 6. Changes of EPS concentrations and PN/PS ratios of the ABGS in R1-R3 (a-c). Peak intensity variations of the different components identified by PARAFAC in 
R1-R3 (d). R1: control reactor; R2: MPs reactor; R3: AMPs reactor. 
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The intensities of two absorption peaks appeared at 3440 cm− 1 (asso-
ciated with the polysaccharide-OH stretching vibration) and 1646 cm− 1 

(associated with the C=O bond (amide I) in the protein primary struc-
ture) were observed to be strengthened in the ABGS samples compared 
to the inoculum sludge, which was consistent with the improvement of 
PN content (Fig. 6a-c). In addition, the peak at 1096 cm− 1 (or 1033 
cm− 1) attributing to polysaccharide C=O stretching vibration existed in 
all EPS samples (Lotti et al., 2019). In comparison, the intensity of this 
absorption peak in the ABGS was obviously lower than the inoculum 
sludge. This implied that polysaccharides were not the active agents to 
promote microbial aggregation. 

3D-EEM fluorescence spectroscopy was employed to identify the 
fluorescent components in the EPS (Fig. S11). Due to the complex 
compositions of EPS, the fluorescence spectra seriously overlapped in 
Fig. S11. Parallel factor (PARAFAC) analysis was, therefore, performed 
to separate the EEM spectra into independent components (Ishii and 
Boyer, 2012). Three components were identified as Component 1, 
Component 2 and Component 3 (Table 1). Component 1, with two peaks 
at Ex/Em of 220-230/325-375 nm and 250-300/325-375 nm, represent 
the tryptophan and aromatic protein-like substances. Component 2, 
with Ex/Em at 200-230/350-450 nm and 250-300/350-450 nm, was 
classified as fulvic-like and humic-like substances. Component 3, with 
Ex/Em at 200-230/300-325 nm, was identified as protein-like sub-
stances, mainly tyrosine substances (Luo et al., 2014). 

Notably, the FI value of component 1 in R3 (772.2) was obviously 
higher than that in R1 and R2, while no significant difference was ob-
tained between R1 (731.4) and R2 (728.5). For components 2 and 3, 
there was no obvious difference among the three photo-reactors 
(Fig. 6d). Therefore, it was considered that applying AMPs as nuclei 
enhanced the sludge granulation by stimulating the secretion of tryp-
tophan and aromatic protein substances. 

3.5. Analysis of surface free energy of ABGS 

3.5.1. Electronegativity and hydrophobicity 
The zeta potential of the activated sludge was -14.00 mV, and it 

gradually increased along with the granulation process (Table S2). At 
the end of the photo-reactor operation, the highest zeta potential (-11.30 
mV) was obtained in R3, indicating the electrostatic repulsion between 
the microorganisms was greatly weakened, which was conducive to 
their mutual aggregation (Liu et al., 2007). 

Furthermore, the contact angles of all the sludge samples against 
water, formamide and diiodomethane exhibited distinct increases after 
complete granulation (Table S2). Notably, the contact angle between R3 
granules and water clearly increased (87.71◦). Hydrophobicity can be 
considered to be dominant when the contact angle between the micro-
bial cell surface and water is higher than 65◦ (Liu et al., 2008). These 
results indicated that the hydrophobicity of the sludge surface was 
improved by applying AMPs as nuclei in a self-sustaining symbiotic 
ABGS system. Cell hydrophobicity is the initial driving force that pro-
motes granular sludge formation and is a crucial factor in bacterial ag-
gregation (Liu and Tay, 2004). As described earlier, the enhancement of 

Table 1 
Component labels, peak locations, corresponding EEMs and spectral loadings for different components.  

Component label Approximate EEM location EEM Spectral loadings 

1 Em: 325-375 
Ex: 220-230/250-300 

2 Em: 350-450 
Ex: 200-230/250-300 

3 Em: 300-325 
Ex: 200-230 

Table 2 
Surface energetic parameters and surface free energy of the inoculum sludge and 
ABGS taken from R1-R3 (on day 32).  

Reactor Surface energetic parameters (mJ/m2) Surface free energy 
(mJ/m2) 

γLW γ+ γ− γAB γTOT ΔGadh 

Inoculum 
sludge 

37.52 0.64 6.85 4.18 41.70 -44.26 

R1 36.66 1.21 1.89 3.02 39.68 -60.83 
R2 36.59 1.25 0.89 2.11 38.70 -67.34 
R3 36.43 0.01 3.26 0.42 36.85 -69.56  
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hydrophobicity on the cell surface was beneficial for promoting the 
microbial aggregation and subsequently forming a more compact 
three-dimensional granular structure (Adav et al., 2008). 

3.5.2. Surface thermodynamic analysis based on XDLVO theory 
The free energy values and the parameters related to the surface 

thermodynamics of sludge samples were calculated according to the 
formula of the surface thermodynamic analysis, and the results are 
shown in Table 2. The magnitude of the interfacial free energy (ΔGadh) 
can be used to determine the hydrophobicity of the sludge surface 
(Brant and Childress, 2002). Here, the ΔGadh values of R3 (-69.56 
mJ/m2) was lower than that of R1 (-60.83 mJ/m2) and R2 (-67.34 
mJ/m2) granules. According to the thermodynamic theory, adhesion 
between microorganisms is more prone to occur if the ΔGadh value is 
lower (Liu et al., 2008). Therefore, it was demonstrated that the addition 
of AMPs positively modified the thermodynamic characteristics of the 
sludge surface, and the hydrophobicity of the sludge surface was 
improved, which is consistent with the contact angles results (Table S2). 

Herein, the XDLVO theory was further employed to reveal the 
inherent mechanism of bacterial aggregation. The potential energy 
barrier existed on all the total potential energy curves of R1-R3 (Fig. 7). 
Aggregation could occur when microorganisms had enough energy to 
surpass this potential energy barrier (Liu et al., 2008). Besides, the lower 
energy barrier indicated that lower energy was required by the micro-
organisms to aggregate. The total potential energy curves showed that 
R1 and R2 reached the energy barrier of 138.98 kT and 109.64 kT at 
5.50 nm and 5.65 nm, respectively, while R3 reached the energy barrier 
(89.93 KT) at 5.75 nm, indicating that R3 had the lowest energy barrier 
and the strongest capacity of microbial aggregation. 

3.6. Community structure dynamics of bacteria, algae and fungus 

In contrast to the inoculum sludge, the ABGS samples had a higher 
Simpson index and lower Shannon index, indicating that the bacterial 
diversity of the microbial population decreased in the ABGS system 
(Table S3). In addition, the inoculum sludge exhibited a higher Ace 
index (1000) and Chao index (1007) compared to ABGS samples, 
demonstrating that the microbial population in the inoculum sludge was 
more abundant. This observation is consistent with Guo et al., (2019), 
who suggested that the richness and diversity of microorganisms 
decreased during the granulation. 

As the granulation progressed, the phylum Actinobacteriota sharply 
dropped to below 0.21% in all three photo-reactors. Nevertheless, the 
relative abundance of the phylum Proteobacteria was dramatically 
improved during the photo-granulation, especially in R3 (62.68%), 
which was 3.7 folds higher than that in the inoculum sludge (16.91%) 
(Fig. 8a). Lots of evidence confirmed that most of the PAOs belong to the 
phylum Proteobacteria (Zhang et al., 2012). The heat-map showed that 
the dominant genus in all ABGS samples were significantly different 
from the inoculum sludge (Fig. 8e). To be specific, the relative abun-
dance of the genus Neomegalonema affiliating to the phylum Proteobac-
teria significantly increased to 43.82% (R1), 20.71% (R2), and 46.11% 
(R3) (Fig. 8b). The N and P removal efficiencies and EPS content were 
found to be positively correlated with Neomegalonema (Fig. 8f). This 
bacterial genus is well-known for taking up organic and nitrogenous 
substances, and it is also a PAO and EPS producer (Cruz et al., 2022; 
Ramos et al., 2015). Therefore, it was inferred that the superior removal 
efficiencies of COD, NH4

+-N and PO4
3− -P as well as the higher EPS 

content in R3 could be partially ascribed to the proliferation of this 
genus. 

Fig. 7. XDLVO curves of the inoculum sludge (a) and ABGS in R1-R3 (b d). R1: control reactor; R2: MPs reactor; R3: AMPs reactor.  
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Furthermore, the relative abundance of the genus Flavobacterium 
from the phylum Bacteroidota gradually increased to 5.12% in R3, and 
exhibited a positive relationship with the EPS production, as well as 
nitrogen and phosphorus removal efficiency (Fig. 8f). This is agree with 
a previous work which indicated that Flavobacterium was an EPS 
secreting bacterium with strong self-agglomeration ability (Liu et al., 
2017). Besides, as a denitrifying phosphate accumulating organism 
(DPAO), Flavobacterium could assist in simultaneous removal of nitrogen 
and phosphate (Sengar et al., 2018). Thereby, the higher abundance of 
Flavobacterium may have supported the nutrient removal in R3. For the 
inoculum sludge, the genus Candidatus_Microthrix is the most abundant 
bacterium (15.48%), however, it almost disappeared in the ABGS. As 
reported before, the filamentous bacteria Candidatus_Microthrix is a 
filamentous bacteria, which prefers to dominate in the loosely struc-
tured sludge (Blackall et al., 1996). This corresponded well to the 
observation that there were no visible filaments attached on the surface 
of R3 granules (Fig. 3). 

As for the algal community, the algae Chlorella was identified in all 
ABGS samples because of the targeted control (Fig. 8c). Comparatively, 
the relative abundance of Chlorella_f_Chlorellaceae in R3 (23.25%) was 
higher than that of R1 (18.52%) and R2 (11.68%) sludge, indicating that 
algal cells were effectively enriched in R3. Chlorella is capable of 
assimilating N and P from wastewater into cellular components, such as 
phospholipids, nucleic acids and nucleotides during the growth process, 
which favors the nutrients removal from wastewater (Mahapatra et al., 
2013). Therefore, it was suggested that the addition of AMPs could 
retain the targeted algae in the system, which was beneficial for 
enhancing the nutrient removal and establishing the favorable symbiosis 
between bacteria and algae. 

Fig. 8d shows that the most dominant fungi in the ABGS were Tol-
ypocladium (R1), Catenaria (R2), and Aspergillus (R3), respectively. 
Among the classified fungi, the genus Aspergillus accounted for 38.76% 
in R3 and was distinctly higher than that in R1 (0.96%) and R2 (3.76%). 
Thereby, the addition of MPs could not only effectively retain the 

Fig. 8. Bacterial communities of the inoculum sludge and R1 R3 granules at phylum (a) and genus (b) level. The relative abundance of the identified algal genera in 
R1 R3 granules (c) and the relative proportion of identified fungi in R1 R3 granules at genus level (d). Heat-map of the identified bacteria genus in the inoculum 
sludge and R1 R3 granules (e). The relationship between the top 20 genus and EPS content and N, P removal (f). * denotes p < 0.05, ** denotes p < 0.01. 
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Aspergillus, but the growth and bioactivity of Aspergillus could be well 
maintained in the photo-bioreactor via the addition of AMPs. 

3.7. Mechanisms analysis and practical implications of this study 

In this study, the development process of ABGS induced by AMPs as 
nuclei was analyzed to further unravel the internal enhancement 
mechanisms. Firstly, many flocs attached onto the surface of the AMPs 
on day 5, implying the initial formation of AMPs-based granules 
(Fig. S4). However, the young AMPs-based granules appeared to be 
destabilized and broke into several fragments on day 8, as evidenced by 
the morphological observation of the granules (Fig. S6). Afterwards, the 
fragments of granules acted as nuclei and induced the formation of 
compact granules (Fig. 3g and Fig. S7). This result was consistent with 
Wang et al., (2014) and Geng et al., (2020), who reported that the 
fragments resulting from the granular disintegration could serve as 
nuclei for the re-production of granules. 

AMPs formed by combining MPs with algal cells secreted a large 
amount of EPS (detailed analysis see Fig. S12 and Text S3), which was 
conducive to accelerate the granulation process (Wang et al., 2019). 
With the enhancement of bacterial collisions and EPS secretion, the 
particle diameter was further enlarged and thus provided sufficient 
ecological niches for the growth of the genus Neomegalonema, Fla-
vobacterium and norank_f_Microscillaceae. These bacteria are capable of 
degrading organic and nitrogenous substances. In addition, the inocu-
lated algae were effectively enriched in the system and a good symbiotic 
relationship between bacteria and algae was established. Consequently, 
satisfactory nitrogen and phosphorus removal (averagely 100.0% and 
80.8%, respectively) from the wastewater was realized. 

The analysis of the surface free energy of the ABGS further revealed 
that the addition of AMPs could provide more energy to overcome the 
electrostatic repulsive forces between the cells (ΔGadh values of -69.56 
mJ/m2), thereby inducing the microbial aggregation. Notably, the 
mature ABGS inhibited the overgrowth of filamentous bacteria, which 
was beneficial for maintaining the long-term stability of the ABGS sys-
tems (Fig. 8). In a nutshell, this study showed that applying AMPs as the 
primary nuclei significantly accelerated the development of ABGS. 

It is worth emphasizing that except for rapid start-up of ABGS system 
and efficient nutrient removal, this novel strategy is also promising in 
the following aspects. a) Rapid formation and easy separation of AMPs. 
Based on the co-pelletization strategy, the algal cells (Chlorella) were 
entrapped in the MPs of Aspergillus within 12 h under the optimized 
conditions. The formed AMPs (1-2 mm in diameter) with excellent 
settling capability could be easily separated from the culture media 
merely relying on gravity sedimentation. b) Low dosage amount of 
AMPs. In addition, experimental results indicated that the optimal dry 
mass ratio of AMPs and activated sludge was as low as 2.5%, much lower 
than the dosage amount of MPs (up to 60%, w/w) as carriers for 
accelerating the aerobic sludge granulation (Geng et al., 2021), indi-
cating that this strategy was economically competitive and thereby 
could be envisaged for large-scale application. c) Great potential for 
resource recovery. Most of the nutrients in the wastewater were 
removed via bacterial and algal assimilations during the 
photo-granulation process (Fig. 5), i.e. they were concentrated in the 
ABGS biomass. Besides, the fungal genus Aspergillus, which can produce 
enzymes such as laccase and protease (Cabaleiro et al., 2002), and a 
cyclosporin-producing fungus Tolypocladium (Aarnio and Agathos, 
1989) were also accumulated in the ABGS. Therefore, the ABGS biomass 
has a broad prospect to be a potential resource recovery factory in the 
forms of biodiesel, fertilizers, pharmaceuticals, etc. 

Despite of the aforementioned advantages, further research should 
be carried out at pilot or full scale facilities to provide data from prac-
tical applications and prolong the operational process to verify the long- 
term effects of implementing this strategy. On the road to advance this 
promising technology towards engineering applications, significant ef-
forts are required on a paradigm shift of the ABGS system from current 

single-functionality (nutrient removal) toward multiple-functionality 
(wastewater treatment-energy production-resource recovery) for maxi-
mizing the environmental sustainability and economic viability. 

4. Conclusions 

A novel strategy by using AMPs as nuclei was proposed with the 
purpose to accelerate the development of a self-sustaining symbiotic 
ABGS. The results showed that the ABGS was rapidly developed within 
12 days, with large particle size, compact structure and excellent settling 
property, high bioactivity, and satisfactory nutrient removal efficiency. 
The fungus (Aspergillus) with the targeted algae (Chlorella) acted as the 
granule nuclei, the reinforced secretion of tryptophan and aromatic 
protein as well as the enrichment of functional bacteria (such as Neo-
megalonema and Flavobacterium) contributed to the rapid granulation of 
ABGS. The surface free energy of ABGS indicated that the repulsive 
barrier between microorganisms was significantly decreased, which was 
the inherent mechanism for the readily bacterial aggregation. Overall, 
this study provided a cost-efficient and practically feasible approach to 
accelerate the development of a self-sustaining symbiotic ABGS. 
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